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Short Story Essay About An Accident 

It all started on a Saturday afternoon in June, when I had just gotten into my car. It was just 

another regular day, until this happened: All I remember was that there was nothing to anticipate, 

then suddenly everything got fuzzy and fuzzy and fuzzy. Everything seemed like it took much 

longer than it actually did; the only thing I was aware of at this time were the people around me 

asking me if I was okay. Next thing you know, "Sam," my boyfriend is saying in a frantic voice: 

"Liz! Liz! Please open your eyes." And next thing you know again: "I can't feel my legs!" Then I 

heard everything go quiet; but what came after the silence... I can't even put into words. 

We would later find out that the person who hit me had been texting when they hit me, and that's 

what caused them to swerve my way and not see me until it was too late. This is a true story, 

about an accident in which I lost use of both of my legs from mid-thigh down. Right after the 

accident, I wasn't sure how much time passed - but during recovery in intensive care, they told 

me it had been fifteen minutes before anyone got there to help me off the car. The impact 

shattered two bones in each leg just below my knees. I don't remember being squished between 

cars at all; memories from that point on have been pretty spotty. 

 

Now, I wear prosthetics to walk. I have come very far during these past few years, and am now 

able to walk quite normally with the aid of only one crutch. Not being able to use my legs has 

made me realize things about life that are always there - but are never noticed until they are 

gone. It is saying goodbye at the airport when someone is leaving on a trip. It is looking out of 

your window on a clear day and seeing how beautiful it really is outside. It's also doing 
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something as simple as walking up the stairs - that takes an energy you didn't know you had until 

you're too exhausted to do anything else. When I lost my ability to walk, it felt like everything 

was taken away from me. I didn't know if or when it might come back, and that is why my 

family was there for me, to help me on the little things - just like any other person would. 

It's an odd sensation to be driving down the street in your own car, knowing you're on your way 

home - but not know what you're going to walk up to when you get there. It's also strange to see 

everyone walking around while you are left stationary; watching your friends enjoy themselves 

with no thought of their friend who can't even move ten feet unassisted. But all this makes one 

thing clear: Life isn't what happens while you're busy doing something else... life is right now. 

This is why I think I was brought here - to learn this lesson. I've come a long way in the last few 

years, but I know that what's ahead is even better. I have learned so much about things in the past 

two years because of this accident - and it just makes me want to go out into the world and 

explore more. 

I will always be an amputee, but that won't stop me from living my life to its fullest capacity. It's 

kind of ironic, when you think about it... Through something so bad comes something so good. 

And if losing my legs has taught me anything, it's that when life gives you lemons... make 

lemonade! This happened not too long ago - only four years ago - which is why I still go through 

physical therapy to this day. 

Again, this is a true story. I hope at least one person out there will read about my experience and 

start thinking about how short life really can be... Be thankful for what you have now, because it 

could all change in the blink of an eye! Thank God I didn't lose my life that night, but instead 

learned something new about myself, and others around me. Lesson taught: Losing something 

makes you realize what other things are important that were always there. 
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